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THE EXISTENCE OF A SOLUTION OF

f(x) = kx FOR A CONTINUOUS NOT
NECESSARILY LINEAR OPERATOR

S.  VENKATESWARAN

Abstract. It is proved that if / is a continuous nonlinear

operator on a Banach space E \hznf(x)=kx has a solution when

\k\ is sufficiently large.

Introduction. Let £ be a Banach space and/a continuous operator on

£. That is,/is a continuous, not necessarily linear mapping from £ into

£. In this note we prove that f(x)=kx has a solution when \k\ is suffi-

ciently large.

Theorem. Let f be a continuous operator on a real Banach space E.

Then, for each <5>0, there exists ks>0 such that whenever \k\^.ka, there

exists x e A¿ satisfying the equation f(x)=kx, where A¡ = {x: \\x\\ <ô}.

To prove the theorem we use the following fixed point theorem due to

Altman [1, p. 97].

Altman fixed point theorem. Let A be a convex open bounded set

in a Banach space E containing 0 and let cp:Ä-^>-E be a continuous map

satisfying \x—cp(x)\2~^.\cp(xy\2—\x\2 for all xe dA. Then cp has a fixed

point.

Proof of the theorem. Because / is a continuous operator on £, /

is continuous at 0. Hence there exists <50>0 such that ||/(*)||<1 + |/(0)|

for ||jc||^(50. Let £=Min(ô, <50). Let A=AC where At={x:\\x\\<e}. Choose

/íá=£-i(l-|-|/(0)|). If |/v|=/c¿, then Irc^M"1/^), for all x e dA. There-

fore \\k-1f(x)\\2-\\x\\2<(\\x\\-\\k-1f(x)\\)2, for all x e dA. But, by the

triangle inequality, (\\x\\-\\k-1f(x)\\)2^\\x-k-1f(x)\\2. Therefore, when-

ever k^ks we have \\k-Y(x)\\2-\\x\\2^\\x-k-1f(x)\\2 for all xedA.

Hence k~lf(x) satisfies the conditions of Altman's theorem. Therefore

for k^.ks, there exists x e A such thatf(x)=kx. Since A<^AÔ the theorem

follows.
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The following example shows that the conclusion of the theorem does

not hold in an arbitrary normed linear space. Let 5 be the set of all

sequences {an} of real numbers such that an=0 for all but a finite number

of «'s. Now S is a normed linear space under the norm ||{a„}||=Sup \an\.

If we now define/({ö„}) = (l, ax, a2, • ■ ■), it is obvious that/is continuous

and that there does not exist x e S and k real, such that/(x)=fcx.

I wish to thank Professor L. A. Rubel for suggesting this problem.
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